
 

 

PRIMER FOR NAMI DeKalb BASICS CO-TEACHERS  

JUNE 2019 

  

BEFORE CLASS BEGINS, AS FAR IN ADVANCE AS POSSIBLE  

1. Ideally, classes will be set up well in advance and Teachers will be in communication with the Board 

Representative for Families (Dianne HiItman namidiannehiltman@gmail.com, 678-468-9430), who 

coordinates classes for upcoming months.  If Teachers want to offer additional classes, discuss the timing 

and location you are thinking of in advance with the Board Rep. so that your class fits best in the overall 

needs of the Affiliate. If you need help finding a Co-Teacher or a location, contact Dianne.  

2. Once details are set, Board Representative will send class info to Administrative Assistant (Dee 

Waltower) at info@namidekalb.org and to programs@namiga.org for getting State permission to hold 

the class, for posting on National, State and Local Websites, and for other advertising (use the Education 

Classes Data Survey, Page CF.15).  Add Class start date, final class date, and date of NAMI membership 

renewal for both Teachers. Also add contact info (address, phone and email) for both Teachers, indicating 

which one teacher will be the contact person for the class. Once the class info is sent to the State Office, 

then advertising can begin, not before.  

3. Administrative Assistant (AA) will update any hard copy flyers with this class info and make flyers 

available to both Teachers, to current Basics classes and all Support Group Facilitators.  

4. AA will post info in all advertising formats that NAMI DeKalb uses.  

  

BEFORE CLASS BEGINS, TWO TO THREE WEEKS  

1. Let State Office know approximate number of manuals needed, more than currently registered, as 

numbers often change/increase during the week prior. Go pick up at office.  

2. Get stake-in-ground signage from the State Office, if needed.  

3. Plan Class One lesson division between all Co-Teachers, either by phone call or in-person.    Each lesson 

is already designated and divided for teachers as CO1 and CO2.  Continue for each of the 6 classes, 

weekly.  

4. Make all photocopies for classes.  

5. The DeKalb Resource Book is available to you to hand out and is stored at the home of Paul and Dianne 

Hiltman. Contact Dianne to get enough Books for your class.   

6. Gather up resource material for table (brochures, books etc.)   

7. Send out a HOUSEKEEPING email to all participants, (sample version is available to all Teachers. You 

are encouraged to alter as you see fit).  
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8. Schedule Child Advocate speaker for Class 6.  This person ideally is someone with experience formally 

or informally advocating on behalf of a child with a mental health condition.  And hopefully this person 

can speak from some level of success in working with the system and with the child. Contact Cynthia 

Moorer (president@namidekalb.org) or Dianne Hiltman  (namidiannehiltman@gmail.com)  if you need 

ideas of someone to ask.   

 

 CLASS ONE  

1. Co-Teachers bring beverage and light snack, as you indicated in the HOUSEKEEPING email.  

2. Pass out NAMI DeKalb Participant info sheet to all and collect (do this also for any new persons at Class 

Two). Get completed hard copies to AA or scan to info@namidekalb.org.  

3. Pass out Manuals which are pre-loaded only with material up through Class One. Explain that 

subsequent class material will be made available each session of the class.  Some class participants may 

question this limitation at some point; you can invite them to arrive early for the subsequent class to get 

the handouts and read before class. Be kind, but do not get pushed into altering procedures for one 

person; it will come back to haunt you!  

4. If any holidays occur during the projected 6 weeks, decide as a class which days to attend, and have 

everyone complete the Class Schedule dates (photo copied on a color paper).  

5. Sign-up Participants for bringing snacks (if desired).  Final Class 6 will be a celebration snack (usually a 

‘Congratulations Graduates’ cake) brought by the teachers.   

  

CLASS TWO   

1. Continue to enroll Participants through Class 2 only, if space remains.  

  

CLASS THREE   

2. Make a Class Three Participant list and scan to info@namidekalb.org. This List should include anyone 

who attended any of the first two classes but put “drop-out” by any names, if applicable.  

AFTER CLASS 4 OR 5, CONFIRM SPEAKER FOR CLASS 6 

 

BEFORE FINAL CLASS 6 

 1. Decide who will receive a Certificate of Completion. Criterion for a certificate is up to the teachers’ 

discretion, but it usually correlates with having attended at least 4/6 classes. Some teachers also offer a 

Certificate of Participation to any who did not attend 4/6.  Take good care with correct spelling of names.  
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 2. Either communicate the list to data@namiga.org for them to print a week or more ahead or print 

certificate yourself on nice award paper (Template in Teacher Materials on national website) for any 

Participants who qualify.  

  

 

 FINAL CLASS – Celebration and Child Advocate Speaker, lesson 6 on self-care and advocacy 

1.  After speaker, go through lesson 6  

2. Have everyone complete the anonymous Evaluation and the Demographic sheet.   

3. Have everyone complete a simple Volunteer Form.   

4. Hand out Certificates.  

  

SOON AFTER FINAL CLASS  

1. Review Evaluations for your personal learning and then give hard copies to State office.  

 2. Get hard copies to AA or scan Demographic sheets to info@namidekalb.org .  

 3. Get hard copies to AA or scan Volunteer Forms to info@namidekalb.org to enter in NAMI DeKalb 

Database.  

 4. Make a Final Class Participant List   

 5. Communicate final number of Participants to info@namidekalb.org for recording in NAMI 360 or to 

data@namiga.org.  

 6. Get hard copy of Class 3 Participant List and Final Class Participant list to State Office for their storage 

and potential auditing. Mark both pages “Already Recorded in 360”.  

 7. All Teachers complete TEACHER EVALUATION and get hard copy to State office.  

 8. Either return any extra Manuals/course printed materials to State Office or store them, if you plan to 

teach a Class again soon.   
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